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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report deals with computer-based methods for visualising certain aspects of expressive
performance, that is, aspects of a specific rendering of a piece by musicians (such as expres-
sive timing and dynamics) that characterise a particular performance and maybe differentiate
it from another performance of the same piece. This is to be distinguished from music visu-
alisation as dealt with in the ‘twin’ deliverable D6.1 (“Off-line Music Visualisation Technology”),
whose focus is on aspects of the piece or composition itself (such as its segmental, motivic,
or tonal structure). The purpose of these visualisations, within the PHENICX project, is to help
users to learn how musicians shape a musical piece, to appreciate a specific performance, and
to compare performances to learn about commonalities and differences.

From these general aims and from user feedback collected in specific ‘User Focus Groups’
(summarised in Deliverable D6.1), some basic desirable properties of such visualisations were
identified. It was decided that performance visualisations should be simple, parsimonious, in-
tuitively understandable, and permit, but not require interaction with the music and musical
structure. Regarding the performance dimensions / parameters to be visualised, the work
builds on the performance descriptors developed and implemented in Deliverable D4.3. There,
methods for exctracting tempo/timing and dynamics (loudness) from (in the case of tempo,
score-aligned) audio recordings were presented. A third descriptor partly related to articulation,
the Percussive/Harmonic Playing Index (P/H), was found to be somewhat ambiguous and diffi-
cult to interpret for non-specialists. Consequently, the parametric dimensions for the developed
performance visualisations are tempo/timing and dynamics (loudness).

The developed visualisations and their implementation in an interactive Web-based viewing tool
are presented in detail in Section 5 of this report. Apart from an interactive audio-visual score
viewer, which displays the printed sheet music in synchrony with a music recording, all the other
visualisations permit a back-to-back comparison of pairs of performances: Tempo- and Dy-
nagrams visualise, via a colour map, tempo and dynamics over an entire piece, at multiple
smoothing levels simultaneously. Simpler and more directly comprehensible to lay audiences
are Colour Strips that focus on a selected smoothing level (Section 5.7), effectively displaying a
smoothed version of tempo or dynamics curves. Both of these representations facilitate a direct
comparison of the tempo and timing profiles of performances, and at the same time often give
an visual impression of the high-level structure of an extended piece. The Alignment Viewer
provides a visual alignment of waveforms of pairs of performances, giving a direct ‘analogue’
impression of differences in timing and dynamics. For dynamic visualisation, we present Syn-
chronised Performance Worms as a tool for audio-visually comparing different performances
back-to-back.

Common to all visualisations is an interactive graphical control element representing the struc-
ture of the piece, at several levels, which provides orientation to the user and permits her to
conveniently explore a piece.

All the visualisations have been implemented in a uniform framework and have been integrated
into Web-based viewer tools that offer synchronised visualisation and audio playback and
permit users to switch more or less seamlessly between two recordings. The visualisation tools
can be accessed with any standard Web browser at https://jobim.ofai.at/phenicx/login.
Given the copyrighted content and proprietary character of the underlying data, the access is
password-protected and SSL-encrypted.
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1 BACKGROUND

The work described in this report relates to Task 6.1 (“Visualisation of Music Pieces and their
Performances”) of the PHENICX work plan. Its focus is on methods for visualising certain
aspects of expressive performance, that is, aspects of a specific rendering of a piece by mu-
sicians (such as expressive timing and dynamics) that characterise a particular performance
and maybe differentiate it from another performance of the same piece. This is to be distin-
guished from the goal of the ‘twin’ deliverable D6.1 (“Off-line Music Visualisation Technology”),
due at the same time, whose focus is on aspects of the piece or composition itself (such as
its segmental, motivic, or tonal structure). In the process of our work, it turned out that these
dimensions – composition vs. performance – are not always clearly separable. This issue will
be discussed in more detail in Section 2.2 of this document.

The results reported here build on work done in WP4 and reported in Deliverables D4.2 (“Meth-
ods for Automatic Alignment of Performance to a Score Representation”) and D4.3 (“Automatic
Extraction of Performance-related Parameters”), and make use of concert recordings and meta-
data compiled in Deliverable D4.1 (“Standardised Corpus of Expressive Performance Parame-
ters in Connection to their Recordings”).

Visualisations based on the work described here will be integrated in the PHENICX Demon-
strators (Deliverables D7.2 and D7.3) and the final PHENICX Prototype (Deliverable D7.4), to
demonstrate the potential and test the appeal of various visualisations to different user groups.
In addition, the score display described in Section 5.4 (and perhaps some alternative informa-
tion display) will play a central role in the first public live test of real-time performance tracking
and visualisation at an RCO Essentials Concert at the Concertgebouw on February 7, 2015.1

Finally, the score visualisation in the score follower has already served as a model and test plat-
form for the score visualisation component that has been integrated in the RCO Editions – the
e-Magazine produced by PHENICX partners RCO and VD –, where it has successfully been
used to display the complete orchestra scores of four full symphonies: Beethoven Symphony
No. 3, RCO Edition 5; Brahms Symphony No. 3, RCO Edition 7; Bruckner Symphony No. 5,
RCO Edition 8; and Beethoven Symphony No. 6, RCO Edition 10 (forthcoming).

1 see www.concertgebouworkest.nl/en/Concerts/Subscriptions/S-serie
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2 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Preamble: D6.1 vs. D6.3 (vs. D6.4)

This introductory text is common to the two deliverables D6.1 and D6.3. Its purpose is to situate
the two deliverables with respect to each other. According to the DOW, work around Deliver-
able D6.1 (“Off-line Music Visualisation Technology”) should focus on visualisations of a piece
or composition itself, and for that purpose work with music descriptors developed in WP3
(“Multimodal Musical Piece Analysis”). D6.3, on the other hand, should develop methods for
visualising aspects of a specific performance of a piece, that is, the way a piece is played and
interpreted and expressively shaped by performers. To that end, it should rely on performance
descriptors developed in WP4 (“Multimodal Musical Performance Analysis”).

As it turned out, these two dimensions – composition vs. performance – are not always clearly
separable. Several of the visualisations to be described can be seen to relate to both struc-
tural and performance aspects, particularly when they are shown in synchrony with a specific
performance or recording. Some of the visualisations described in D6.1 and D6.3 can be com-
puted from a score alone, or from an audio recording alone, others require both data sources
and an alignment between score and recording (see Deliverable D4.2). That is, they are partly
computed from the same material (score, audio, alignments) and are related to both piece and
performance to varying degrees, but the information is exploited in different ways and with dif-
ferent goals. It was thus decided to assign the developed methods to the deliverables according
to the main purpose or aim of a visualisation:

• D6.1 collects visualisations whose main goal is to help users study and understand how
a piece is constructed, covering such aspects as the overall (segmental) structure of
a composition, its tonal and melodic structure (e.g., via ‘keyscapes’ and ‘modescapes’
for harmonic structure, or reduced piano roll representations to focus on melody), and
instrumentation (orchestra layout).

• D6.3 collects methods geared towards helping users appreciate a specific performance,
and in particular to compare performances to learn about commonalities and differences.
That includes representations of expressive timing and dynamics, but also an animated
score display synchronised with a given performance. (Arguably, the latter could also be
associated with D6.1, as it is used for different purposes. In D6.3 it is presented as a tool
for performance appreciation, because it supports seamless switching between different
performances, for purposes of direct performance comparison).

Real-time visualisations (both those pertaining to aspects of a piece itself, and to perfor-
mances of a piece) require a robust system for on-line live tracking and alignment, which is
currently under development in Task 4.3. Real-time visualisations will be described in the forth-
coming deliverable D6.4 (“On-line Music Visualisation Technology”), due in M29, which will also
include a short report on the first public experiment involving live performance tracking at the
Concertgebouw (to take place on February 7, 2015).

2.2 Overview of D6.3

This report is structured as follows: Section 3 discusses some basic requirements for the visual-
isation methods to be developed, also informed by feedback collected from users in user focus
groups. Section 4 briefly summarises the state of the art concerning visualisations of musical
performances. Section 5 then is the heart of this document, describing various visualisations
and corresponding interactive web-based demonstration interfaces that permit project partners
and other interested parties to explore and test these visualisations. The common basis for
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these test interfaces – database, software infrastructure, and a common navigation/control el-
ement based on a graphical representation of the high-level piece structure – are described
first, followed by the visualisations themselves. Section 6, finally, briefly discusses some issues
related to computing performance visualisations on-line, in real time.

2.3 Methodology

Alongside the technical work on music visualisation in Task 6.1, the PHENICX consortium runs
a series of User Focus Groups in order to learn what music users of varying levels of exper-
tise find useful, and what factors influence their appreciation of various tools. Findings from
these focus groups were taken into account to derive some basic design principles (see Sec-
tion 3). It was decided that performance visualisations should be simple, parsimonious, in-
tuitively understandable, and permit, but not require interaction with the music and musical
structure. For development, testing, and communication between partners, all the visualisa-
tion tools are Web-/browser-based, relying on a central performance and metadata database.
This is described in more detail in Section 5.2. The visualisation tools can be accessed at
https://jobim.ofai.at/phenicx/login.

2.4 Terminology

In this document, the term Performance means the specific event of a piece being played by a
performer (or an ensemble) on one particular occasion. A Recording is an audio recording of a
specific performance. Related to computation, the term offline is used for algorithms that, when
processing a sequence of data (e.g., an audio stream), have access to the entire stream at any
time and do not need to work in real time. On-line refers to algorithms that process a sequence
in chronological order and at any time only consider information up to the current point in time
(and thus cannot look into the future). Real-time means the additional constraint that the result
of the computation must be available almost immediately, with minimal temporal delay.

2.5 Conventions

We use the following writing conventions:

• bold for emphasis

• italics for newly introduced terminology

• underlined for cross-references and references to other documents
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3 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

In PHENICX, the main purpose of performance visualisation is to help improve the appreciation
and understanding of expressive performance as an integral part of music in music users and
audiences, but also possibly to support more expert audiences in grasping a performance (and
its relation to the composition) more fully. What types of information different groups of users
might find interesting, and what factors influence whether they find such visualisations useful,
has been investigated in a series of user focus group experiments. The twin deliverable D6.1
contains a summary of the focus group meetings in Amsterdam and Barcelona. While the visu-
alisations tested there relate mainly to musical structure and instrumentation, the main findings
are also relevant to performance visualisation. The following main factors were identified to be
fundamentally important for user acceptance (see D6.1):

1. Quantity of information: too much information can be confusing. Parsimony in visual
presentation seems important.

2. Interestingness: Being shown only one static aspect for a long time (e.g., a static view of
the structure of the piece) may be experienced as boring. Clearly, it is necessary to strike
a balance with 1.

3. Required effort: Users may not want to have to interact with an application continuously
(especially during a performance).

Consequently, it was decided to focus on relatively simple, unobtrusive visual representa-
tions of basic and immediately perceivable performance dimensions. For off-line (pre-/post-
concert) use, all the visualisations are embedded in an interactive, web-based viewing tool that
supports audio playback, shows the connection between audio and visualisation (i.e., current
position), and gives users the opportunity to interactively navigate within a recording and explore
it, if they so choose – alternatively, they may choose to only listen through the piece linearly, or
even just to look at a visualisation. To make the presentation more interesting and didactically
informative, all visualisations (except the score viewer) are shown in pairs, permitting the users
to directly compare two different performances back-to-back, to better grasp and appreciate dif-
ferences in interpretation and performance approach. Interestingness is further enhanced by
the possibility to seamlessly switch between different recordings during playback, which may
be experienced by users as a particularly playful way of studying performance differences. (In-
deed, this feature has received a lot of positive comments in informal user feedback and in
various public demonstrations.)

The performance parameters to be visualised come from the work described in Deliverable
D4.3 (“Automatic Extraction of Performance-related Parameters from Audio Recordings and
Live Performances”). There, methods for exctracting tempo/timing and dynamics from (in the
case of tempo, score-aligned) audio recordings were presented. A third descriptor partly re-
lated to articulation, the Percussive/Harmonic Playing Index (P/H), was found to be somewhat
ambiguous, often reflecting a mixture of composition, orchestration, and performance aspects.
‘Decoding’ P/H curves requires quite some experience and understanding of the descriptor,
which cannot be expected of common listeners. In principle, P/H infomation could be displayed
in the same ways as we will display tempo and dynamics, but this has not been implemented in
our visualisation tools.
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Figure 1: Scene from 3D interactive visualisation of Richard Wagner’s opera “Das Rheingold”
by the Ars Electronica Center (AEC); Brucknerhaus Linz, 2004.

4 PERFORMANCE VISUALISATION: STATE OF THE ART

Visualisation - computer-based or otherwise - of music, or as a complement to music, has been
a popular topic for a long time. Standard software media players such as Windows Media Player
or RealPlayer incorporate functionalities to directly translate obvious aspects of an audio signal
(e.g., amplitude) into visual effects. Media platforms such as YouTube are full of more or less
creative or artistically interesting or aesthetically pleasing visuals that go along with a piece
of recorded music. Live music visualisation is also used as an additional artistic or aesthetic
dimension in many concerts of contemporary electronic music.

In the domain of classical music, there have also been live on-stage visualisations of large-scale
musical works. Notably, the Ars Electronica Center (AEC) in Linz, Austria, one of the leading
institutions dedicated to the digital arts, has been commissioned several times to stage live
visualisations of operas and orchestral works (e.g., Stravinsky’s Sacre du Printemps). Figure 1
shows a scene from a live 3D animated visualisation of Richard Wagner’s opera “Das Rheingold”
in the big concert hall of the Brucknerhaus in Linz. Visualisations such as these (but also more
‘mundane’ provision of meta-information such as sub-/super-titles in opera houses) currently
require extensive human effort in the form of manual interactive control and timing during the
performance. Our vision is that PHENICX technology – in particular, the Live Performance
Tracker being developed in WP 4 – will make it possible to control and synchronise such live
visualisations in real time, fully automatically.

However, the specific focus w.r.t. visualisation in PHENICX is different: it is on didactic/informative
visualisations that give the users additional insight into the complexities of a piece or a perfor-
mance, rather than on artistic or simply playful visualisations. And here again, we need to
differentiate between visualisation of a piece itself (its structure, harmonic development etc. –
see [7]) and visualisation of performance aspects. The former is the topic of Deliverable D6.1.
The latter is the focus of the present document.

Regarding performance visualisation proper, there is rather little previous work that one can
build on – one of the main reasons being that informative performance visualisation requires
the extraction of performance-related parameters (tempo, timing, dynamics, ...) from recordings,
which is challenging, as has been shown in Deliverable D4.3. In the context of didactic support
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Figure 2: Visualisation for piano practicing: temporal and dynamic regularity of repeated note
patterns (left, center) and chord spread (dynamics and asychnrony of individual chord notes;
right); from [3].

systems for learning to play an instrument, the general idea of presenting visual feedback to
students in real time, as they practice, has been forwarded by several authors. For instance, Ng
[11] presents a system that gives (real-time) visual and sonic feedback to students practicing
the violin, regarding such aspects as bowing and body posture and movements. For piano
practicing, Goebl [3] proposes a real-time system that visualises aspects such as dynamics
and temporal regularity of the playing of repeated patterns, micro-timing (asynchrony between
individual notes) in chord playing, etc. Examples of such symbolic visualisations are shown in
Figure 2. Note that in order to be able to provide such precise information, the system relies on
MIDI input.

The main visual tool for scientific performance analysis are direct graphical renderings of per-
formance parameters, such as tempo and dynamics curves. A multi-level visual summary of
loudness curves over an entire piece called dynagrams was originally proposed by the German
musicologist Jörg Langner [8] and presented in a computational system [9], with a proposal of
how to implement it in a real time setting. We will take this as a starting point and develop
dynagrams, and also an analogous visualisation for the tempo dimension, which we will call
tempograms, in Section 5 below.

For more music-didactic applications, where visualisation is used to elucidate aspects of per-
formance to musical laypersons or concert audiences, a very intuitive visualisation metaphor is
the Performance Worm [10] – see Figure 3. A corresponding animation system for solo piano
music was developed at OFAI and has also been used as a tool in presentations to concert
audiences in Vienna (Wiener Konzerthaus) and Luxembourg (Philharmonie). A real-time imple-
mentation of the Performance Worm is described in [1], with a focus on the challenge of live
performance tracking. However, it soon turned out that the central difficulty – as yet unsolved
– is not so much, or not only, the technical problem of performance tracking, but the problems
with on-line smoothing of performance trajectories without the possibility of look-ahead (see
also Section 6 below).

A kind of variant of the Performance Worm metaphor has been described by Grachten et al. [4],
who propose a Phase Plane representation that plots a (smoothed) performance parameter
(e.g., tempo) against its first derivative (changes in tempo, i.e., accelerando vs. ritardando). It
has been shown that musicologically interesting performance patterns can be discovered from
such representations (e.g., [13] – see Figure 4). However, the visualisation is rather difficult to
comprehend and more suited for expert analysis than presentation to lay audiences.

Other, more abstract, visualisations of performance aspects such as individual note loudness
have been proposed, e.g., by Hiraga et al. [5, 6], intended for giving users a high-level view
of the contents of MIDI files. However, the visual metaphors used are not very intuitive and far
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Figure 3: The Performance Worm [10]: Visualisations of smoothed tempo-loudness trajectories
in Beethoven piano concerto performances by four famous pianists (Piano Concerto No.1 op.15,
2nd mvt., first 8 bars).

removed from a ‘musical’ impression. For PHENICX, we have opted to focus on very simple
and (hopefully) intuitively understandable visualisations of very basic aspects of a performance
– tempo/timing and dynamics (see below).

For more large-scale summarising comparisons of different performers’ performance styles,
an interactive tool for exploring the statistical distributions of typical elementary performance
patterns in the style of different pianists, with adaptable focus of interest (e.g., loudness vs.
tempo, local vs. global views, etc.) was presented in [2], based on a general method for
visualising data with changing focus of interest [12]. A screen shot of the system is shown in
Figure 5. The data displayed there are derived from tempo and loudness curves (where the
tempo curves were based on manual beat annotations in the performance audio), segmented
and clustered to give a basic ‘vocabulary’ of typical expressive tempo-loudness shapes.
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Figure 4: Three distinct strategies for shaping the tempo in Chopins Prélude Op. 28 No. 17,
bars 73-74, discovered from phase-plane data. Top left: Arrau 1973 (solid) vs. Kissin 1999
(dashed). Top right: Argerich 1975 (solid) vs. Harasiewicz 1963 (dashed). Bottom: Pogorelich
1989 (solid) vs. Pollini 1975 (dashed). (Taken from [13].)

Figure 5: Visualisation of statistical distribution of elementary tempo-loudness patterns in
Chopin performances by six famous pianists (from [2]).
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5 OFF-LINE PERFORMANCE VISUALISATION
(PRE-/POST-CONCERT SITUATION)

5.1 General Considerations

In off-line performance visualisation, we distinguish between static and dynamic (animated) vi-
sualisations. Static visualisations give an overview of some aspect of a complete performance,
and are thus well suited to comparing different performances and performance strategies at a
global level (e.g., tempo or loudness differentiation between different sections of a piece). Ex-
amples of this are tempo- and dynagrams (see Section 5.6 below) or tempo/dynamics ‘strips
(Section 5.7). Dynamic visualisations, on the other hand, display the evolution of some per-
formance parameter(s) over time, often synchronised with audio playback of the performance.
They are better suited to pointing listeners to specific performance nuances at a particular point
in time, or to amplify their subjective perception of expressive musical gestures during a per-
formance. Dynamic visualisation may also be necessary because a static summary might be
too cluttered – as in the case of the Performance Worm; see Fig. 6, which displays a com-
plete tempo-dynamics trajectory over a performance of Chopin’s A flat major Ballade Op. 47, by
Arthur Rubinstein.

For reasons discussed in Section 3 above, the PHENICX consortium has settled for a limited set
of rather simple and straightforward visualisations of the two primary performance parameters:
tempo/timing and dynamics. For static visualisation, we represent tempo and dynamics over
an entire piece, either at multiple smoothing levels simultaneously (see tempo- and dynagrams
in Section 5.6) or as easily comprenhensible colour strips that focus on a selected smoothing
level (Section 5.7). Both of these representations facilitate a direct comparison of the tempo and
timing profiles or strategies of different performers, and at the same time often give an visual im-
pression of the high-level structure of an extended piece. In addition, we provide a comparative
visualisation of the temporal alignment of pairs of performances (Section 5.5), which gives a
direct ‘analogue’ impression of differences in timing and dynamics between the performances.
For dynamic visualisation, we return to the Performance Worm as an animation metaphor, be-

Figure 6: Visual clutter in tempo-loudness space: Complete Performance Worm trajectory over
a performance of Chopin’s A flat major Ballade Op. 47, by Arthur Rubinstein (1957).
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cause of our positive experience with using this visual metaphor in pre-concert presentations to
general concert audiences in concert halls. In particular, we will present Synchronised Worm
Pairs as a tool for visually comparing different performances back-to-back.

All of these have been implemented in a uniform framework and have been integrated into
Web-based viewer tools that offer synchronised visualisation and playback, and also the back-
to-back comparison of two different performances – both visually and aurally, by permitting
users to switch more or less seamlessly between the two recordings. In addition, they are
complemented with a visual representation of (hierarchical) sectional or motivic structure of the
piece in question (if such a structural analysis is available).

5.2 Common Basis: Database and Software Infrastructure

The technical infrastructure underlying the visualisation described in the following sections com-
prises the following elements. The system consists of a Web Service infrastructure and a
Web application. The server backend uses an sqlite database to store the data. On top of the
database sits a node.js (http://nodejs.org) server that translates the relational database into
a JSON-based document representation. The Web Service API was designed with a REST
(Representational State Transfer) philosophy in mind, which means that it is built around a
small set of resources (like Persons, Pieces, Performances or Scores) that can be accessed
with HTTP methods. As we currently support API read access only, only the GET method is
used.

In order to access the database in an efficient manner, we use a custom-built object-relational
mapping layer (developed in C++ using the odb framework, http://www.codesynthesis.com/
products/odb/) that was integrated as a native addon with node.js. In order to facilitate the
computation of more complicated derived data (like tempo or loudness information), we have
also integrated a Python runtime environment with the node.js server that can be used to exe-
cute Python programs within the Web Service environment.

Communication with the API server is protected with API keys that have to be attached to every
URL request to the Web Service; API keys can also be used to restrict access of certain keys to
certain resources. In order to further secure communication (which was necessary due to our
usage of strictly copyrighted content), all HTTP communication is SSL-encrypted.

The web application is hosted on a separate web server that was also built on top of node.js.
After authentication with this web server (via username/password), the web application gets
an API key that it uses to directly communicate with the API server. Again, all client/server-
communication uses HTTPS, in order to protect usernames/passwords and API keys from
eavesdropping.

The Web application itself makes heavy use of modern Web technologies. Communication
with the API server is implemented using the XMLHttpRequest object, visualisations are drawn
using the HTML5 Canvas object and all audio playback is done using the HTML5 Audio ele-
ment.

5.3 The Control Element: Navigation via Hierarchical Piece Structure

To provide orientation to the listener, and to give additional meaning to some of the perceived
performance patterns, a multi-level structural analysis of the piece – if available – is displayed.
The relation between current moment in the performance and corresponding position in the
musical structure is established by vertical cursor lines that move synchronously over the struc-
ture display and the element that represents a performance (or two) – these elements may be
tempograms, dynagrams, waveforms, or Worms.
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Moreover, the bars in the structure element, which represent musically meaningful segments
such as large-scale form elements or main motif groups or motifs, are active: they can be
pointed to / clicked on to position the player and immediately start playback at that point, in
this way permitting the user to conveniently explore the various parts of a piece and perfor-
mance. In other words, the structure element is the central control instrument for playback
and navigation.

Figure 7 shows such a structure element for the first movement of Beethoven’s Symphony num-
ber 3. The top line (light blue) represents the entire first movement; the second line shows the
four main parts of a typical symphony’s first sonata-style movement: exposition, development
section, recapitulation, and coda. The third level marks the typical theme groups and their re-
turns later in the piece. The user can choose to zoom into or out of the display – at a certain
level of zooming in, the names of the third-level segments (e.g., “first subject”, “premature horn
entry”) will become visible (not shown in Figure 7).

Figure 7: Structure visualisation and control element in all our performance player interfaces.

5.4 Supporting Performance Appreciation and Comparison via Synchro-
nised Score Display

As subjects in PHENICX user groups have repeatedly indicated a desire to see the printed sheet
music along with a performance, the first visualisation tool we developed was the Score Viewer,
a Web-based tool for interactive performance playback and synchronous score display. The
application is based on automatically computed alignments between a given audio recording
and the corresponding score — see Deliverable D4.2. The playback position can be controlled
by dragging and positioning the vertical cursor in the structure visualisation control element (see
Figure 8). Alternatively, as mentioned above, the bars in the structure element can be clicked
on to position the player and immediately start playback at that point. In addition, a variant of
the viewer tool has been implemented that permits users to directly switch between different
recordings of the same piece, with the score display continuing without interruption, in this way
supporting simple and direct comparison of performance styles. This has been found to be
a particularly appealing feature that has received a lot of positive comments in various public
demonstrations.

In addition to serving as a tool for project demonstrations and a prototype for the score viewers
to be realised in the PHENICX Demonstrators and Prototype (Deliverables D7.1 – D7.4), this
tool has proven invaluable as a vehicle for communication between PHENICX developers at
OFAI and the producers of RCO’s e-magazine RCO Editions in Amsterdam, for joint inspection
and discussion of computed alignments before they are actually integrated into the score viewer
of the RCO Editions.
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Figure 8: Interactive score viewer/player synchronised with a given recording: Beethoven Sym-
phony number 3, 1st movement.

5.5 Direct Visualisation and Comparison of Audio Recordings

The first prototype interface for direct visual performance comparison is called the Alignment
Viewer and is shown in Figure 9. It is a Web-based, interactive music player that displays two
different performances back-to-back, by showing the waveforms of the audio files, connected by
lines that represent the point-to-point alignment between the recordings (as computed by the
audio alignment algorithm described in Deliverable D4.2). In other words, each line links a time
point in one recording to the musically corresponding time point in the other. In this way, local
differences in tempo and timing become directly visible as skewed connecting lines (and in the
different horizontal position of the two play cursor overlaid over the signals), while differences
in dynamics are reflected in the amplitudes of the displayed waveforms. The player supports
audio playback and again permits the user to directly switch between the two recordings, based
on the underlying alignment. An example screen shot of the player is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Alignment Viewer: Interactive audio-visual comparison of two performances of
Beethoven’s Symphony No.3, 1st movement. Top: RCO / Ivan Fischer, 2013. Bottom: RCO
/ Nikolaus Harnoncourt, 1988.

5.6 Tempo- and Dynagrams

The main parametric dimensions we measure in orchestra recordings are tempo/timing and
dynamics (loudness) – see Deliverable D4.3. The corresponding measurements are in the form
of time series – sequences of local tempo or loudness values measured at some sampling
rate. In D4.3, these time series were directly represented as curves, which a certain amount of
smoothing applied to the data before display. Our experience is that non-expert users do not
find raw curves particularly attractive, even though they may find them understandable.

A more attractive form of representing such data using a colourful display has been proposed
by the musicologist Jörg Langner [8], specifically for the dimension of dynamics. The basic idea
is to combine performance parameters (loudness values) of shorter and longer time scales into
one single visualisation, using varying time aggregation levels and visualising the information
by mapping it to a colour scale. Such a combined visualisation can reveal structural aspects
of a performance on a larger scale (such as a long-term crescendo buildup) as well as local
details (e.g., sforzando spikes in an overall piano or diminuendo passage). Langner named
this display dynagram and argued that it is well suited to revealing the higher-level loudness
organisation of a performance, and its relation to the formal structure of a piece. For instance,
the shaping of a larger unit via a more or less gradual crescendo and decrescendo should
manifest itself as a higher-level arch. This would make dynagrams an attractive tool for giving
users an intuitive overview of the mid-to-high-level structure of a piece, and how performers
emphasise or communicate this structure via expressive dynamics.

For PHENICX, the concept of dynagrams was extended also to the tempo/timing domain. We
compute dynagrams and tempograms as follows: The starting point for a gram-visualisation is
the time series of a performance parameter over time, e.g. a tempo curve, that will have a certain
level of detail, such as one tempo value per beat or per measure. In the process of creating a
tempogram, this sequence of values is smoothed via averaging over a fixed-size sliding window.
Going from bottom to top of the display, the size of this window is gradually increased according
to a given smoothing schedule. In the current implementation, the evolution of the window
lengths follows a simple power function. More precisely, for each new smoothing stage i, where
i is the index of a row in the display, the previous window length l i-1 is increased by a factor of i0.2.
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Up to 200 such smoothing stages are used to give a smooth gradual development. The resulting
matrix of values that is then mapped to an appropriate colour scale for visualisation.

Figure 10: Dynagrams, based on absolute values, of two performance of Beethoven Symphony
No.3, 1st movement. Top: Ivan Fischer & RCO; bottom: Erich Kleiber & Vienna Philharmonic.
Colour code (‘heat map’): blue = soft; red = loud.

Two dynagrams can be seen in Figure 10, corresponding to performances of a Beethoven Sym-
phony movement by two different orchestras and conductors. With a bit of experience, one
can see aspects of the high-level structure of the piece, e.g., the fact that the exposition is re-
peated in both recordings – see the parallelism in structure up to the light blue passage about
1/3 into the piece, which marks the beginning of the development section; the following devel-
opment and recapitulation sections nicely emerge as arches, each concluded with a marked
diminuendo (especially in the RCO recording). But the plots also reveal differences between
the performances. For instance, one can observe a more fine-grained, differentiated dynamic
structuring in the RCO/Fischer performance, also with a stronger contrast between fortissimo
and pianissimo (cf. the dark blue passages in the RCO recording).2

Examples of tempograms can be seen in Figure 11, which shows a screenshot of an interactive
Web-based viewer tool (the Tempo-/Dynagram Viewer) for such visualisations. As in the case
of the Alignment Viewer above, this is an interactive audio player that displays two synchro-
nised tempo-/dynagrams, links them to the musical structure via the graphical structure control
element and synchronised cursors that indicate corresponding positions, and offers users to
directly switch from one recording to the other during playback. Figure 11 shows the viewer with
two tempograms that compare performances by John Eliot Gardiner and Leonard Bernstein,
with different orchestras. We see clear parallels in the overall temporal shaping (related both
to the structure of the piece, and to some clear tempo markings prescribed by the score). But
the visualisations also reveal differences in the two interpretations. To name just one, it is quite
evident that the Gardiner recording is more fine-grained in terms of local tempo changes, with
more little accelerandi and ritardandi to structure the performance locally – witness, e.g., the
marked blue (slow) passages in the lower Bernstein plot vs. the much more structured corre-
sponding passages in the upper Gardiner performance.3 This is a difference one can clearly
hear (and especially if this is called to one’s attention by the visualisation).

An alternative to computing tempo- and dynagrams from absolute tempo and loudness values
is to visualise the changes in tempo or dynamics (i.e,. the first derivative or gradient of the
tempo or loudness curves). The resulting visualisations then focus on changes in tempo (i.e.,
accelerando vs. ritardando) or dynamics (crescendo vs. diminuendo), which gives a much

2 Of course, this could also (perhaps in part) be due to differences in recording conditions and technology. The
Kleiber recording is from the 1960s. This points to a general problem with the very concept of loudness, and with
measuring loudness.

3 Note that this is not meant to be an aesthetic judgment about which of the two performances is musically ‘better’
or more ‘interesting’.
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Figure 11: Tempogram Viewer: Interactive audio-visual comparison of two performances of
Beethoven’s Symphony No.3, 1st movement. Top: Orchestre Révolutionnaire et Romantique
/ John Eliot Gardiner, 1993. Bottom: Vienna Philharmonic / Leonard Bernstein, 1978. The
currently playing recording (Gardiner) is marked with a red enclosing box. Colour code (‘heat
map’): blue = slow; red = fast.

sharper focus on the dynamic changes throughout a performance. An example of this is shown
in Figure 12. As can be seen, this representation has the potential to more clearly bring out the
accelerando-ritardando shapes that performers typically apply to shape musical phrases at mul-
tiple hierarchical levels, in order to communicate the structure of a piece to the listeners.

Figure 12: Tempogram, based on local differences (gradient), of performance of Beethoven
Symphony No.3, 1st movement (RCO / Ivan Fischer; 2013). Colour code: red = faster (ac-
celerando); blue = slower (ritardando).

5.7 Collapsed Tempo-/Dynagrams: Tempo and Dynamics ‘Strips’

For the next version of the PHENICX Demonstrator developed in WP7 (Deliverable D7.2), it was
decided to include a ‘collapsed’ version of the tempo- and dynagrams, in the form of a coloured
strip. The idea is that the informations and visualisations in the demonstrator should be directly
understandable to the users, without any lengthy explanatory text, and it was felt that the tempo-
and dynagrams would require such an explanation.4 Essentially, a tempo or dynamics strip
is a visual representation of a tempo or dynamics curve, smoothed at a particular smoothing
level, and mapped to an intuitive colour scale. The data visualised thus corresponds to the
data in a selected row in a tempo- or dynagram. Tempo and dynamics can be visualised over
an entire multi-movement work (as in Figure 13), which clearly reveals the multi-movement

4 In other scenarios – for instance, in a live concert with incremental real-time visualisation of tempo- or dynagrams
for the audience – such an explanation may well be feasible and appropriate (e.g., via a short introductory presentation).
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Figure 13: Tempo (top) and loudness (bottom) development over complete performance of
Beethoven Symphony No. 3 (RCO / Ivan Fischer, 2013). Colour code for tempo: dark/blue =
slow; bright/red = fast. Colour code for dynamics: blue = soft; magenta = loud.

Figure 14: Tempo (top) and loudness (bottom) development over complete performance of
Johannes Brahms’ Symphony No. 3 (RCO / Herbert Blomstedt, 2014). Colour code for tempo:
dark/blue = slow; bright/red = fast. Colour code for dynamics: blue = soft; magenta = loud.

structure and the temporal and dynamics differentiation between the large parts, or over an
individual movement, which then gives more insight into the local expressive shaping. The
other controllable parameters in this kind of visualisation are the desired degree of smoothing,
and the choice of an appropriate colour scale.

Figures 13 and 14 show examples of tempo and dynamics strips for two pieces – Beethoven’s
Symphony No.3 Op.55 and Brahms’ Symphony No.3 Op.90. The strips reveal both global and
local aspects of expressive timing and dynamics. To take the Beethoven case (Fig. 13): in
the tempo dimension, one can clearly discern the four movement structure of the piece – the
reasonably fast first movement (light blue, marked Allegro con brio in the score); the slow Marcia
Funebre (Adagio assai, dark blue); the extremely fast third movement (Allegro vivace, bright
red and yellow); and the final movement, marked Allegro molto, with an embedded slow Poco
andante section (dark blue), followed by the final concluding Presto. Also visible are major
ritardandi within some of the sections — witness, e.g., the dark blue lines in the 4th movement,
which are the result of local slowings down due to fermatas in the score.

These tempo and dynamics ‘strips’ are a particularly convenient way of comparing the overall
tempo and dynamics strategies pursued by different conductors and orchestras, or studying
potential correlations between tempo and dynamics.

5.8 Coupled Performance Worms

As mentioned above, the interactive performance visualisation and comparison tool also in-
cludes a new implementation of ‘Performance Worms’, permitting direct visual and acoustic
pairwise comparison of performances. The worms in this implementation are coupled to each
other (via an alignment to their common score) and move in synchrony, while the user can
choose which recording should be the ‘active’ one which is played acoustically (and the cor-
responding worm is highlighted visually in the display by a bounding box. This is a dynamic
visualisation, with the tempo-loudness trajectories unfolding in time, along with the recording.
The scene shown in Figure 15 shows how Ivan Fischer and John Eliot Gardiner, in Beethoven’s
3rd symphony, approach the beginning of the Recapitulation (which starts with the main motif of
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Figure 15: Coupled Performance Worms. Beethoven Symphony No. 3, 1st movement, around
bar 410 (start of Recapitulation with first theme). Ivan Fischer / RCO (left) vs. John Eliot
Gardiner / ORR (right). The currently playing recording (Fischer) is marked with a red enclosing
box.

the first movement, with a dolce marking in the score) in a similar way, by reducing the loudness
and slightly slowing down relative to the previous bars.
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6 TOWARDS ON-LINE PERFORMANCE VISUALISATION
(LIVE CONCERT SITUATION)

The visualisations described in the present document are computed off-line, and the required
data (recordings, scores, performance parameters, alignments, structure representation) are
assumed to be in the database. In principle, given a robust and fast live performance tracking
algorithm, as currently being developed in WP4, all these visualisations could also be computed
on-line and (incrementally) displayed in real time. The most problematic case is the Performance
Worm: for the Worm trajectories to be perceptually trackable and aesthetically acceptable, they
need to be smoothed. The standard smoothing algorithm employed for the Worm trajectories
(and also for individual tempo and loudness curves – see Deliverable D4.3) are symmetric in
time around the current point. Experiments with asymmetric smoothing (smoothing only over
past data points, which would be necessary for real-time calculation and display) have not led
to satisfactory results so far.

Which of the performance visualisations will be implemented for on-line, real-time use is the
subject of current discussion. Real-time visualisations (pertaining to aspects of a piece itself,
and possibly to performances) will be described in the forthcoming deliverable D6.4 (“On-line
Music Visualisation Technology”), due in M29, which will also include a report on the first public
live experiment involving live performance tracking at the Concertgebouw (to take place on
February 7, 2015, in the context of a regular Essentials concert by the RCO).
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